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Introduction

Swimming science has been attracting many researchers 
in various areas including; Biomechanics, Race 
analysis, Training methods etc..

Their interests are
drag and propulsion on swimmer (Biomechanics); 
relation between stroke ratio [cycle/m] and speed (Race 
analysis);
evaluation of swimmers (Training methods).

Swimming speed is a key to integrate these areas
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Data

Race: 2004  Japan Swimming Championships
Male 200M freestyle race
34 swimmers

Data collection:
International common methods (Matsui et al., 1997)
Video recording by JSF
Elapsed times of each swimmer at fixed points (21 points in 
a race)
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Elapsed times measured when swimmer’s head reached a check 
point 
The official time stamp recorded on each video frame

Comments:
Hard to define when swimmer’s head reached a check point
Need a lot of experts
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Modelling considerations

Our approach:
Model swimming speed v(x) at the location x [m], 
considering

dynamics of swimming (drag and propulsion);
individual effect.

Model elapsed times by

Fit the elapsed model to the data
Note: Only elapsed times at fixed points are available
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Swimming speed model
Consider applied forces on swimmers

Key assumptions:
drag proportional to squared swimming speed
constant propulsion

This model
builds on Newtonian physics: F=ma
extends well known model proposed by Amar (1920) which 
ignores propulsion in swimming.
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The solution of the deferential equation represented as a 
function of location x 

Comments:
NOT realistic to assume that the parameters stay constant  
over the race even in a lap
Need to introduce several phases within which parameters 
might be constant
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Parsimonious parameterisation

Keep model parsimonious to have converge estimates 
NOT free from the limited number of observations
Should parameters relate directly on physical 
phenomena

Modelling process involves
building a candidate model;
fitting the model;
summarising the model (parameters);
using diagnostics (residuals).
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3 phases introduced in a lap
Key assumptions:

First phase
drag and propulsion

Middle phase
drag and propulsion

Last phase
drag and propulsion

First Middle Last
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3 phases introduced in a lap
Key assumptions:

First phase
drag but NO propulsion

Middle phase
drag and propulsion
constant speed (equilibrium)

Last phase
drag and propulsion
adopt the value of drag
(Toussaint, 1988)                  

Model for one lap
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Finally, swimming speed model for one lap is
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Model over laps; common parameters

200M freestyle race consists of 
4 laps
Key assumptions:

Lap1

Lap2

Lap3

Lap4
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Model over laps; common parameters
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4 laps
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Lap2

Lap3
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Individuals effects

A simple description including individual effects is to 
assume that the swimming speed of swimmer i in lap j 
can be written as 

where      is individual parameter,              is common 
swimming speed over swimmers in lap    .

Individual parameters measure how faster or slower than 
the common swimming speed. 
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Elapsed time model

If Tij(k) denotes the elapsed time of  swimmer i at the 
distance xj(k) where is check point k in lap j, the 
elapsed time model is given by

The model is now

where
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Model fitting

Use nonlinear weighted least squared method (nlminb, 
on S-PLUS).

where

Note: expected to be iid
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Common swimming speeds
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Individual parameters
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Individual parameters
3% faster than averaged speed

2% slower than averaged speed
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Normalised residual plot

just after the dive

just before the finish
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Normalised residual plot
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Outlying swimmers
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Outlying swimmers
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Outlying swimmers
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Normal Q-Q plot
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Conclusion
Our model recommends to:

Swimmers and trainers
Individual parameters are of use to distinguish between 
swimmers
Residual plot shows strength/weakness of each swimmer

Researchers in Race analysis
Develop data collection methods 
Need more observation points, especially, around change 
points

Researchers in Biomechanics
Improve the measuring method of drag and propulsion in 
competitive swimming
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Thank you for kind attention.
Comments and suggestions welcomed!

Hideyasu SHIMADZU
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